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It’s time
to build a
stronger
Michigan.
When it comes to our state’s economy, we need
to go full throttle.

Thanks to policymakers, business and
community groups, citizens and stakeholders, the
state has advanced in meaningful ways. We can
see the results in the form of new jobs and higher
incomes. But our work is not done.

Michigan is ready for fresh, bold strategies that
propel us even further into economic vitality. We
must unite behind an updated agenda for strength,
results, and innovation that will help us outperform
our competitors in other states and nations.

At Business Leaders for Michigan (BLM), we are
committed to helping accelerate our state’s
growth. The Plan for a Stronger Michigan, which

builds on our original Michigan Turnaround Plan,
continues to have a goal of making Michigan a
“Top Ten” state for jobs, personal income and a
healthy economy. It reflects the gains we’ve made
as a state, as well as challenges on the horizon.

It’s a holistic, fact-based strategy that we believe
provides the vision and ideas we need to grow a
stronger Michigan.

Adding extraordinary value. Building an
unparalleled pool of talent. Keeping costs
affordable and assets strong. Ensuring a safe,
inviting place to live, travel, and work.
Prosperity is possible for all of us. Let's work
together to make it happen.
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Michigan Now
After serving as the engine of America’s economy during

much of the 20th century, Michigan has spent the past

decade bouncing back from an unprecedented time of

recession and change.

Although our recovery has been faster than most other

states, our performance is still below our potential. If we’re

going to aggressively unleash our capabilities and retake

the economic lead, we’ve got to compete, invest and grow

like never before.

Here’s a look at our competitive position, and what we can

do to make Michigan stronger.
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Stronger Job Growth

Michigan’s overall business climate is improved—

but we’ve still got a long road ahead.

Michigan’s business climate was worst in the nation
in 2009. Today, we rank 25th among the 50 states.
Newly-enacted incentive programs put us in a

25th Best
Business
Climate

stronger position to compete for some of the good
jobs that have been going to other states—now it’s

time to put renewed energy behind our efforts to bring
new growth and opportunity to all Michigan residents.

Improving Fiscal Management

Michigan government is generally leaner and costs taxpayers
less. Total state and local government spending in Michigan

6%

is six percent lower than the peer average and 20 percent

lower than “Top Ten” states. Michigan also has taken steps to

lower
government
spending

reduce its long-term debt, which will strengthen the state’s
fiscal stability .

Competitive Tax Environment

Our state’s tax structure is one of the strongest in the U.S.,
with a business tax climate that ranks highly among all

states. Michigan has a flat sales tax, competitive personal

income tax and a personal property tax that is being
phased out.

Overall Business
Tax Climate
12th
best
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Challenges and Opportunities
Talent Pipeline At Risk

Michigan still faces a major talent crisis—our performance

on many measures is well below peer and “Top Ten” levels.

Michigan ranks 46th for fourth grade reading proficiency

and 37th for eighth grade math proficiency. Further, we rank
29th for career and college readiness and 42nd for

secondary career and technical education enrollment.

Demographics Work Against Us

Just

23

%

of high school grads
are ready for
college or career

Michigan is the ninth oldest state in the nation,

with a median age of 39.7. This is particularly

alarming when one considers that our state ranks
47th for out-of-state enrollment of college

students and 17th for net migration of working

age adults with a bachelor's degree or higher.

Aging Infrastructure Needs Work

Michigan’s infrastructure is aging, putting families and

businesses at risk. We rank 36th for broadband
penetration and 45th for energy grid reliability.

We also rank 38th for percentage of urban roads in

poor condition and 37th for percentage of bridges in
poor condition.
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Automotive Past Can Build a Stronger Future
Michigan is the capital of the global automotive industry and the

place for businesses, researchers and entrepreneurs shaping the

future of mobility. We rank first in the nation in mobility patents and
first in the nation in connected and automated vehicle projects.
Home to 96 of the top 100 auto suppliers and 76 percent of

North American automotive R&D, we are well positioned to lead
in the emerging mobility sector.

Strategic Assets for Growth

Michigan has unique and compelling opportunities for growth
in the engineering, logistics, higher education, life sciences,

automotive, and natural resources sectors. Michigan’s share

of the working age population working in these key opportunity
industries increased by 0.3 percent between 2015 and 2016

and is close to the “Top Ten” state average. Average earnings in
these areas pay nearly 40% higher than the state’s per capita
income.

Innovation Boosts Entrepreneurism

Michigan ranks high on most innovation measures (R&D, patent

activity), and our ability to export our products and technologies
has remained strong.

Our university R&D is among the nation’s “Top Ten” states

(5th) and our patent activity is right behind it (10th). Michigan’s
job now is to translate these ideas and innovations into new

opportunities through entrepreneurship and venture capital.

#

1

in
mobility patents,
home to 96 of top 100
auto suppliers

Average
Earnings
nearly

40

%

higher in key
opportunity areas

5

th

in
university R&D
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The Goal
Why is it important to be
a “Top Ten” state?

Michigan needs to be more economically
competitive than other states and nations—that's
what builds jobs, personal income, and a healthy
economy. If Michigan were performing like a
“Top Ten” state today, there would be:

34,000 more Michigan people working
$9,500 more income per person
$11,700 more GDP per person
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How can boosting personal income by
$9,500 per person impact a family?
It’s enough to pay for:

• 19 months of payments for an
average new car

• A year’s worth of mortgage payments
on an average new home in Michigan

Michigan is Back in the Game,
But Not Back on Top Yet

Our economic growth since 2009 has been
nothing short of extraordinary. We’ve become a
contender again, competing successfully for
jobs, income and productivity. Our businesses
and households are growing.

But although we’re running a strong race, we’re
a long way from becoming a champion. Our
absolute levels of economic performance still
trail. There are many things we must do if we are
going to build an economy that wins in the long
term.

We have to remember that no state suffered
more during the great recession than Michigan
did. So while our progress on major indicators
like jobs and income has been impressive, we
still rank in the bottom half of states in terms of
absolute performance.
Take a look:

Employment
Per Capita
Personal Income
Per Capita GDP
1=best, 50=worst

GROWTH
rank in the U.S.
(2015-2016)

14th
10th
7th

U.S. RANK
(2016)

30th

31st

33rd

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics and Bureau of Economic Analysis. Most recent data available.

How Do We Attract and
Keep More Jobs?

Job providers have a simple calculation to make
when they are deciding where to locate or expand.

First, they look at the cost of locating in a particular
community, state, and region (e.g., taxes, labor
costs). Second, they consider the benefits they get
from being there (e.g., available talent, stable
infrastructure). In a competitive world with many
choices, the places that offer the highest value for a
comparable cost will win the most investment.
Michigan has worked hard to compete favorably
where both costs and values are concerned, but
we still have a long way to go.

Competitive Costs

Cost reduction has been a major area of focus for
Michigan leaders since 2010. Today, our corporate
tax climate is 8th best in the U.S. and our overall
business tax climate is 12th best. We’ve added to
our pool of available financial incentives and are
working to reduce our long-term debt. There is still
much to be done, however, to help businesses
minimize cost, regulatory and bureaucratic burdens.
Greater Value

Employers need cutting-edge solutions to ensure
their long-term growth and prosperity. They expect a
skilled, educated workforce, a well-connected
infrastructure and an innovation-rich environment.
Unfortunately, Michigan ranks: (i) 30th for
educational attainment, (ii) 46th for fourth-grade
reading proficiency, and (iii) 42nd for enrollment in
high school career and technical education.
Michigan’s infrastructure continues to lag most other
states, and we’re not fully translating innovative
products, strategic assets and ideas into enough
new high growth businesses.
So what do we do?

The Plan for a Stronger Michigan identifies areas
where we can compete, invest and grow in order
to transform Michigan into a thriving state.
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Here is the Plan
Let’s hit the gas.

It’s time to use the strategies that have turned
Michigan around to build on what’s been done and
accelerate our pace of progress.

We are ready to compete, invest and grow our way to a
stronger Michigan—one filled with as many as 34,000
more jobs and $9,500 more income per person.

Here are the strategies to help make it happen.
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COMPETE

• Create a stronger economic environment than competitor states

• Create a more responsive regulatory environment than competitor states

• Strengthen Michigan’s fiscal stability and reduce future financial
uncertainty

• Provide better local government services than competitor states

• Support federal policy changes that enhance Michigan’s competitiveness

INVEST

• Ensure every child is ready to learn and advance

• Improve the connection between education, training and careers

• Meet the talent needs of employers that are expanding or relocating
to Michigan in a timely and customized manner

• Increase workers with an education and training beyond high school

• Connect Michigan to the world through strong infrastructure

GROW

• Leverage assets with the greatest potential to meet future economic needs
• Provide strong economic development services
• Grow Michigan’s cities into thriving places

• Make Michigan an aspirational destination to work, live, play and
raise a family

• Reclaim our reputation as a center of innovation
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Compete

Everyone wants more jobs,
better incomes and a healthier
economy. The places that
succeed are the ones that
are most willing to compete.
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Create a Stronger Economic Environment than Competitor States
•

•
•

Continue to modernize Michigan’s tax system to reward production and reflect changes in
the composition of the economy by adopting broad, fair and flat taxes wherever practical
Determine the impact of property taxes on Michigan’s competitiveness
Maintain competitive energy costs

Create a More Responsive Regulatory Environment than Competitor States
•
•
•

Require agencies to publicly disclose information about planned regulatory actions
monthly and engage stakeholders early in the regulatory process
Require a plan to evaluate the effectiveness of major rules

Designate a lead agency to have primary responsibility for coordinating reviews of a project:
-

Ensure that permits are processed by multiple agencies in parallel and according to a
firm schedule

•

Provide adequate resources for permit processing

•

Create an inventory of pending permits by agency and program, and expand the online dashboards
to track the status of permits for all major projects and provide links to relevant documents

•

Require final decisions on permit issues to be issued in 180 days

Strengthen Michigan’s Fiscal Stability and Reduce Future Financial Uncertainty
•
•

Prioritize policies that improve the long-term economic growth prospects of the state
Codify in statute fiscal best practices:
-

Use of performance-based budgeting

-

Adoption of a long-term strategic state plan

-

-

•
•

-

Presentation of multi-year budgets

Adoption of fiscal notes that price the cost of legislation
Publication of a citizen-friendly balance sheet

Reduce corrections costs to the Great Lakes average by adopting best practices, such as
those that reduce recidivism and lengths of stay for non-violent offenders

Continue paying down state unfunded liabilities by shifting local government and school
system retirees 65 and older to Medicare and early retirees to health care exchanges with
stipends to maintain promised heath care benefits
11

•

Prevent local fiscal emergencies:
-

-

Preclude local governments from offering defined benefit retirement plans and retiree
health care benefits to new hires

Enhance certification and professional development requirements for local government
finance staff and provide state support for training

Provide Better Local Government Services than Competitor States
•
•
•

Encourage and expand service sharing for all local government units and school districts:
-

-

Expand state fiscal incentives that defray transition costs

Establish a suite of shared service vendors (e.g., accounting, legal, payroll, IT, etc.)

Empower regions to fund regional assets by referendum without state pre-authorization,
such as transit systems, parks and cultural amenities

Determine the competitiveness of Michigan’s local revenue system with a focus on
increasing efficiency and improving effectiveness

Support Federal Policy Changes that Enhance Michigan’s Competitiveness
•

Increase federal investments in transportation infrastructure:
-

Needs should be prioritized based on economic, health, and safety risks

-

Funding should be sufficient to ensure at least “good” and —ideally — “best” quality
conditions

-

-

-

-

-

•

Warranties on contractor work should be required

Public transportation funding should be both sustainable and dedicated

Revenue should come from the users of the infrastructure —which means all of us.
General purpose taxes (e.g., income taxes) that fund the balance of government should
not be utilized
User fees should reflect the true cost of service, including the replacement or
rehabilitation of aging infrastructure

A non-partisan, multi-infrastructure council composed of professional subject-matter
experts should be established to recommend strategic prioritization of investments,
facilitate public-private partnerships and oversee a coordinated asset management
system

Ensure American leadership in the emerging mobility sector by establishing a public-private
partnership to:
-

-

-
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Public-private partnerships and alternative financing methods should be fully utilized

Advance research, development, and deployment of connected and automated
technology
Adopt legal and voluntary technical standards that lead the world

Develop the talent needed to grow the industry and good jobs for Americans
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•

Institute comprehensive regulatory reform consistent with recommendations outlined by
the national Business Roundtable:
-

•
•

The government should objectively analyze costs and benefits of proposed and final
major rules from all agencies, including independent regulatory commissions

Agencies should publicly disclose information about planned regulatory actions on a
monthly basis, and engage stakeholders early in the regulatory process

Every major rule should include a plan for how the agency will evaluate its effectiveness
over time

Congress should consider other changes to the Administrative Procedure Act,
particularly relating to the content of the rulemaking record and greater judicial scrutiny
of that record

Increase federal R&D investments to at least the rate of GDP growth and ideally to twice
this rate
Support talent development and immigration reform:
-

-

Increase the number of H-1B visas, issue H-1B training grants to train American workers
for which companies now rely on foreign nationals and exempt from the annual cap H1B workers who have degrees in needed fields by universities in the U.S.
Allow individuals with advanced STEM degrees from U.S. universities to qualify
immediately for a green card to work and live in the U.S.

Establish a manageable legal system for workers who may not have higher education
but are needed for specific sectors, including agriculture, hospitality and construction

Adopt innovative strategies to attract immigrants to cities experiencing significant
population loss and high unemployment

Develop holistic strategies to increase labor force participation, including entitlement
reform and talent development programs
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Invest

Parents invest to help their children
succeed in life. Business invests to
reach new customers and markets.
Communities and states must
invest in their people and
infrastructure if they hope to
compete in a global economy.
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Ensure Every Child Is Ready to Learn and Advance
•

•
•
•

Maximize support for teachers—including: promoting the profession, providing robust
training opportunities, up to date classroom technologies, and relevant student data

Develop high standards for initially certifying teachers and establish ongoing evaluations of
teachers for competency and effectiveness based on student progress and performance
Maximize support for principals, including providing robust training opportunities to ensure
effective leadership

Maintain high student standards, with a focus on math, literacy and science to prepare each
student for their path of choice after the 12th grade, including college, technical training or
immediate career:
-

-

•
•
•
•

•
•

Improve literacy outcomes for K–3 students

Maintain and strengthen the M-STEP assessment, and then maintain year-over-year to
obtain relevant data to assist teachers

Explore a competency-based learning model to prepare students for 21st Century
careers

Support and maintain a uniform set of performance and accountability standards for all
schools, school management and leadership that accounts for student growth relative to
level of proficiency
Adopt improvement strategies and provide the necessary support to remediate results
where necessary

Become a “Top Ten” state for dollars going to the classroom by determining the true cost to
educate all students equitably and the effectiveness of Michigan’s current spending model

Allocate any significant new funding based on relative school progress, performance and equity
Build better and more aligned support from educators, business, parents, government and
philanthropy

Hold every level of the K–12 education system accountable for the role they play in student
outcomes. This includes school leadership and management, the Michigan Department of
Education, the Governor and the Legislature
15

Improve the Connection Between Education, Training and Careers
•
•
•
•

Provide parents and students with the information they need to make good career choices
and select the best education and training pathways by increasing career counseling and
starting it upon high school enrollment

Increase opportunities for high school and college students to participate in school-to-work
transition experiences
Increase employer participation in identifying workforce needs and developing workforce
development strategies

Require training providers, community colleges and universities to track graduate placement
results, job provider satisfaction and non-degree outcomes

Meet the Talent Needs of Employers that are Expanding or Relocating to Michigan in a Timely
and Customized Manner
•

Establish Michigan Economic Development Corporation as a single point of contact for
businesses with the responsibility of driving a customer-centered approach to service
delivery through the coordination of the delivery of job training services for new or
expanding businesses as part of the state’s economic development program:
-

16

The agency should facilitate collaboration and sharing of best practices among job
training service providers, and navigate programs and partners for new or expanding
businesses
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•

Provide on-demand job training to meet the needs of employers expanding or relocating to
Michigan at the time, place and schedule that meets their needs
-

•

The speed of delivering on-demand job training can be accelerated by regularly
anticipating high-demand employer skill requirements to develop customized training
solutions

Design and fund through existing resources a state job training program that is flexible
and responsive for the talent recruitment and training needs of business attraction and
retention projects with minimal administrative burden for the business

Establish a brand for on-demand job training that is promoted, recognized and sustained
to strengthen Michigan’s reputation of delivering these services

Notwithstanding the need for a dedicated source of fully flexible funds, every federal and
state-funded job training program should be examined to ensure resources are fully
leveraged to respond to employer needs

Increase Workers with an Education and Training Beyond High School
•

Increase in- and out-of-state college enrollment and completion rates without reducing instate access:
-

-

Support a marketing program to recruit out-of-state students and increase in-state
enrollments

Increase the availability/use of high-value sub-degree certificates, transferability of credits,
dual credits and career guidance services
Continue to increase at-risk student enrollment and graduation rates

17

-

-

•

-

-
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Use financial aid as an incentive to degree or certificate completion

Offer financial aid options that encourage public service and/or working in Michigan
(e.g., rather than grants, offer forgivable loans subject to serving the public or working in
Michigan for a period of years)

Achieve “Top Ten” community college and university affordability:

•

Explain tuition pricing more clearly and expand financial aid options to ensure that students
can afford a higher education regardless of financial means

Provide per student funding for public universities and community colleges comparable to
“Top Ten” levels if universities or colleges meet or exceed the performance of top quintile
peers on specific outcome-based metrics
Increase the available amount of state student aid

Form public-private partnerships that expand the use of new delivery methods, increase
administrative efficiency and increase cross-institutional collaboration

Determine the competitiveness of Michigan’s community college governance system, finances
and outcomes
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Connect Michigan to the World through Strong Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Prioritize infrastructure investments based on economic, health, and safety risks, with
transportation and water systems given highest priority
Reward regional and cross-functional coordination and resultant efficiencies
Fully utilize public-private partnerships and alternative financing methods

Provide sufficient funding to ensure at least "good" and—ideally—"best" quality conditions
Require contractor warranties on work

Ensure funding is sustainable and dedicated

Increase revenues from users of the infrastructure—which means all of us—to close
Michigan’s $4 billion annual investment gap. General purpose taxes (e.g., sales and income
taxes) that fund the balance of state government should not be utilized
Design user fees to reflect the true cost of service, including the replacement or
rehabilitation of aging infrastructure

Consider a renewable bond program and/or regional assessment to fund one-time or
recurring needs that cannot be reasonably addressed through user-based funding. However,
the revenue source should not adversely impact other critical priorities that help create jobs,
such as job training, higher education and economic development

Establish a statewide non-partisan, multi-infrastructure council composed of professional
subject-matter experts to recommend strategic prioritization of investments, maximize
capture of federal dollars, facilitate public-private partnerships, oversee a coordinated asset
management system and possibly coordinate projects of state significance

19

Grow

Growth will come from
producing more of what the
world needs. Things we do better
than any place else. It’s time
we cultivate an environment that
allows that growth to happen.
20
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Leverage Assets with the Greatest Potential to Meet Future Economic Needs
•

Adopt growth strategies to leverage Michigan’s key economic assets (auto/mobility industry,
engineering talent, geographic location, health and medical expertise, higher education
system and natural resources). These strategies should identify:
-

Financial requirements and financing options

-

Workforce development needs

-

-

-

•
•

-

Infrastructure investments needed (e.g., logistics infrastructure for geographic location
or transportation access for natural resources)

Marketing initiatives

Entrepreneurship opportunities

Research and development capacity required to accelerate commercialization

Designate one organization to coordinate development and implementation of growth
strategies

Consider dedicating a revenue source to fund and sustain long-term implementation of the
growth strategies

Provide Strong Economic Development Services
•
•
•

Act cohesively to attract and grow more good jobs by building greater alignment among
stakeholders on the importance of a strong state economy, the role of economic
development and the importance of consistent, competitive policies

Establish public-private partnerships to ensure greater consistency of economic
development activities and programs
Maintain competitive economic development tools
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Grow Michigan’s Cities into Thriving Places
•
•
•

Leverage distinct assets in urban and metro areas by supporting a small number of industry
or innovation cluster growth strategies (such as life sciences, advanced manufacturing and
alternative energy)
Leverage innovation-generating anchor institutions in cities by designating one to three
“urban innovation districts” that connect anchor institutions with infrastructure, housing and
amenities
Amend auto insurance laws that discourage residency in any particular community

Make Michigan an Aspirational Destination to Work, Live, Play and Raise a Family
•

Develop holistic strategies to increase workforce participation levels

•

Prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation for employment like we do for race,
color, religion, sex, national origin or disability

•

22

Attract skilled immigrants and facilitate their relocation transitions
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Reclaim Our Reputation as a Center of Innovation
•

Become a “Top Ten” state for the availability of venture capital

•

Grow and showcase Michigan as a center of modern design

•
•
•

Become a “Top Ten” state for entrepreneurship and innovation
Become a convening center for conferences, competitions and research

Encourage higher education to play a greater role in economic development and support
these efforts through state economic development policy
-

•

Develop economic development programs that leverage each institution’s greatest
potential impact on the local economy and develop a means to share best practices
across institutions

Provide matching funds to enable universities to more aggressively attract federal research

23
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Assets:

GEOGRAPHIC
LOCATION

HIGHER EDUCATION
SYSTEM

NATURAL
RESOURCES

AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY

HEALTH & MEDICAL
EXPERTISE

Global
Engineering
Village

Gateway
to the
Midwest

Higher
Education
Marketplace

Natural
Resources
Economy

Global
Center of
Mobility

Life
Sciences
Hub

Grow IoT-enabled
engineering services
in operations
management
•
Become a center for
design and
manufacturing for
auto active safety
sensor systems and
devices
•
Attract adjacent
industries that
require mechanical
and operations
engineering talent to
invest in tech
centers in Michigan

Expand logistics and
warehousing
industry
•
Scale and
aggressively market
the Detroit Region
Aerotropolis
•
Improve rail and
road infrastructure

Strengthen quality,
affordability,
productivity and
economic impact
•
Attract and retain
best in- and out-ofstate students
•
Grow industry
& university
funded R&D
•
Grow
commercialization
of R&D

Grow agricultural
processing and
exports
•
Grow leisure
tourism
•
Expand logging
industry in
Michigan and drive
growth in adjacent/
downstream
industries

Establish global
leadership in
autonomous vehicle
mobility through
excellence in design,
testing, and
manufacturing
•
Establish leadership
in manufacturing of
advanced automotive
technologies (e.gl,
autonomous vehicles,
electric vehicles) by
attracting incremental
manufacturing to
Michigan
•
Become a center for
material innovation
(e.g., lightweighting,
composite materials)
by attracting research
funding and activity
•
Lead nation in
infrastructure
development for
autonomous vehicles

Create a
hub for
bio-pharmaceutical
R&D
•
Become the center
for research,
testing and
medical labs
•
Grow medical
tourism

Priorities

ENGINEERING
TALENT

Opportunities:

A 10-year Strategy to Leverage Michigan’s Distinctive Assets

Strong base of entrepreneurism, innovation and manufacturing

Growing a Stronger Michigan economy
The Plan for a Stronger Michigan features an aggressive strategy for growing the state’s economy.
It identifies opportunities based on Michigan’s unique assets with the highest potential to create
thousands of good paying jobs. The framework for a Stronger Michigan economy highlights six
areas. If leveraged properly, each offers great promise for success. Together, they have the
potential to make our state into a vital economic powerhouse.
Global Engineering Village

Global demand is increasing for high-tech manufacturing industries such as aerospace, medical devices and

precision instruments. These and other industries rely heavily on quality engineers, and Michigan ranks 2nd in

the nation for the number of engineers. Encouraging the automotive industry to adopt cutting-edge technology,

fostering innovation in advanced manufacturing industries, and embracing start-ups can help Michigan

capitalize on this opportunity.

Gateway to the Midwest

The movement of goods and people is crucial to economic growth and success. Michigan’s geographic

location enables it to be accessible by road, rail, sea or air. Michigan can build on this advantage by

advancing as an integrated, multi-modal hub for trade. Specifically, Michigan has the capacity to

encourage the development of aviation-dependent businesses and international border crossings.

Higher Education Marketplace

Economic growth is being driven by gains in productivity, and gains in productivity are driven by talent and

talent-generated innovation. As a primary source of both talent and innovation, our higher education system

represents a major opportunity to grow Michigan’s economy. In addition, higher education institutions are

drivers of economic growth as they bring students, employers, and additional spending to local economies.

Natural Resources Economy

Today, the demand for natural resources is more pressing than ever. The development of technologies

that maximize the production of scarce resources in a sustainable way is crucial for succeeding in natural
resources markets. Michigan also has competitive advantages in agricultural innovation and can leverage
its natural beauty to increase its tourism industry.

Global Center of Mobility

Michigan has been a center for automotive innovation for as long as cars have existed. The state has a

unique opportunity to continue to expand the automotive/mobility industry by transforming the existing

automotive cluster to a diverse set of industries that meet the demands of global mobility. Michigan can

increase its focus on multi-modal sustainable transportation.

Life Sciences Hub

The demand for a higher quality of life persists among developing and developed nations alike. The

search for life sciences solutions is causing health care expenditure growth to outpace GDP growth in the

developed world. Michigan produces a large number of bio-science degrees. This asset, combined with an

array of high-end medical research facilities and expertise in bio-pharmaceutical products and medical

devices, gives Michigan unique advantages to advance as a Life Sciences Hub.
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What’s Been
Accomplished
Since 2009, significant actions have been taken or are
underway that align with our efforts. This impressive
list of achievements shows what’s possible when all
of us work together to do what’s right for Michigan.
It’s time to channel our energy and harness the power
of our convictions to build a Stronger Michigan for
tomorrow.
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Compete
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Improved revenue and expenditure forecasts
Reformed unemployment insurance system
Produced multi-year financial and budget plans
Produced citizen-friendly balance sheet
Reduced state debt by one third
Required state agencies to implement spending plans with strategic missions, visions and goals
Improved state bond rating
Aligned public employee health care premiums with the private sector
Removed statutory barriers and provided incentives to encourage local service sharing
Passed public school employee retirement reforms estimated to reduce unfunded pension
and health care liabilities by $16 billion
Passed emergency manager law to help locals “fix the basics”
Improved Michigan’s corporate tax climate by replacing the Michigan Business Tax (MBT)
with a flat corporate income tax
Improved Michigan’s regulatory climate by rescinding over 2,000 obsolete and redundant
rules and requiring a cost benefit analysis for all proposed rules
Approved referendum to phase out personal property tax
Conducted annual benchmarking of Michigan’s economic competitiveness

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expanded technical worker training
Increased funding for higher education based on performance
Increased access to early childhood education for underserved students
Increased funding for transportation
Reached agreement to build new international bridge
Maintained rigorous K–12 academic standards and adopted aligned assessments
Enacted third grade reading requirements
Enacted teacher evaluation system

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adopted regional economic development model
Convened state leaders to align behind economic development goals
Grew venture capital to 26th nationally
Adopted Michigan urban strategy
Increased investments in cities
Identified Michigan’s six most promising existing assets to accelerate growth
Developed and began implementing strategies for five of the six key assets: Global
Engineering Village, Gateway to the Midwest, Higher Education Marketplace, Natural
Resources Economy and Global Center of Mobility
- Launched the American Center for Mobility

•
•

•

Invest

Grow

-

-

Developed and launched mobility marketing campaign – PlanetM

Hosted the World Mobility Leadership Forum that convened global mobility thought leaders
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BLAKE W. KRUEGER
CHAIR OF THE BOARD
Wolverine Worldwide, Inc.
DARYL M. ADAMS
Spartan Motors, Inc.

TERENCE E. ADDERLEY
Kelly Services, Inc.
KEITH J. ALLMAN
Masco Corporation

G. MARK ALYEA
Alro Steel Corporation

GERARD M. ANDERSON
DTE Energy

JOSEPH B. ANDERSON, JR.
TAG Holdings, LLC
LINDA H. APSEY
ITC Holdings Corp.

DAVID W. BARFIELD
The Bartech Group

MARY T. BARRA
General Motors Company

ALAN S. BATEY
General Motors Company
ALBERT M. BERRIZ
McKinley, Inc.
MARK J. BISSELL
BISSELL Inc.
JOHN C. CARTER
Chase

TIMOTHY P. COLLINS
Comcast

GREGORY J. CRABB
Amerisure Insurance Company
MATTHEW P. CULLEN
Rock Ventures LLC
MARY CULLER
Ford Motor Company

WALTER P. CZARNECKI
Penske Corporation
KURT L. DARROW
La-Z-Boy Incorporated

DAVID C. DAUCH
American Axle & Manufacturing

MARK A. DAVIDOFF
Deloitte LLP

RICHARD L. DeVORE
The PNC Financial Services Group
DOUG L. DeVOS
Amway

ALESSANDRO P. DiNELLO
Flagstar Bank
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STEFAN O. DOERR
BASF Corporation

J. PATRICK DOYLE
Domino’s

MATTHEW B. ELLIOTT
Bank of America
JEFF M. FETTIG
Whirlpool Corporation

DAVID T. FISCHER
The Suburban Collection

WILLIAM CLAY FORD, JR.
Ford Motor Company
TRACY GALLOWAY
Microsoft Corporation
DAN GILBERT
Quicken Loans

DAVID F. GIRODAT
Fifth Third Bank-Eastern Michigan

KAREN GODWIN
Google, Inc.

DAN GORDON
Gordon Food Service, Inc.
PHILIP R. HAGERMAN
Diplomat

RONALD E. HALL, JR.
Bridgewater Interiors, LLC

MATTHEW R. HAWORTH
Haworth, Inc.
CHRISTOPHER ILITCH
Ilitch Holdings, Inc.

MICHAEL J. JANDERNOA
42 North Partners
Emeritus Member

MILES E. JONES
Dawn Food Products, Inc.
HANS-WERNER KAAS
McKinsey & Company

ALAN JAY KAUFMAN
Kaufman Financial Group

JAMES P. KEANE
Steelcase Inc.

ANDREW N. LIVERIS
The Dow Chemical Company
DowDuPont
KEVIN A. LOBO
Stryker Corporation

DANIEL J. LOEPP
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
EVAN D. LYALL
Roush Enterprises, Inc.

BEN C. MAIBACH III
Barton Malow Company

RAYMOND E. SCOTT
Lear Corporation

BRIG SORBER
Two Men And A
Truck/International, Inc.

CHARLES G. McCLURE
Michigan Capital Advisors

ROBERT S. TAUBMAN
Taubman Centers, Inc.

FLORINE MARK
The Weight Watchers Group, Inc.

DAVID E. MEADOR
DTE Energy

HANK MEIJER
Meijer, Inc.

FREDERICK K. MINTURN
MSX International

PAUL J. MUELLER
The Hanover Insurance Group
JAMES B. NICHOLSON
PVS Chemicals, Inc.
D. JEFFREY NOEL
Whirlpool Corporation
WILLIAM U. PARFET
Northwood Group

CYNTHIA J. PASKY
Strategic Staffing Solutions
ROGER S. PENSKE
Penske Corporation

WILLIAM F. PICKARD
Global Automotive Alliance, LLC
SANDRA E. PIERCE
Huntington Bank

PATRICIA K. POPPE
CMS Energy & Consumers Energy

STEPHEN M. KIRCHER
Boyne Resorts

MICHAEL T. RITCHIE
Comerica Bank

BRIAN K. LARCHE
Engineered Machined Products, Inc.

MARK S. SCHLISSEL
University of Michigan

DAVID M. STAPLES
SpartanNash

BILL PUMPHREY
Cooper Standard

WILLIAM L. KOZYRA
TI Automotive

JAMES R. SCAPA
Altair

RICHARD A. MANOOGIAN
Masco Corporation

JOHN C. KENNEDY
Autocam Medical

RICK KEYES
Meijer, Inc.

JOHN G. RUSSELL
Emeritus Member

JOHN RAKOLTA, JR.
Walbridge

DOUG ROTHWELL
Business Leaders for Michigan
ANDRA M. RUSH
Rush Group

SPENCER S. STILES
Stryker Corporation

RAMESH D. TELANG
PricewaterhouseCoopers
JAMES J. TOBIN
Magna Asia
Magna International

GARY TORGOW
Chemical Financial Corporation

HOWARD UNGERLEIDER
DowDuPont

SAMUEL VALENTI III
TriMas Corporation

STEPHEN A. VAN ANDEL
Amway
BRIAN C. WALKER
Herman Miller, Inc.
S. EVAN WEINER
Edw. C. Levy Co.

THOMAS G. WELCH, JR.
Fifth Third Bank-Western Michigan

FRANKLIN C. WHEATLAKE
Utility Supply and
Construction Company
M. ROY WILSON
Wayne State University

WILLIAM C. YOUNG
Plastipak Holdings, Inc.
A. MARK ZEFFIRO
Horizon Global

Michigan State University

This list represents the Board
members at the time of printing.
For a current list, visit
businessleadersformichigan.com

www.BusinessLeadersForMichigan.com

